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Le Banc bench, Yale X sofa and armchair, Ombre clothes rack
mdf italia

...promotion the simple luxury of ideas
Le Banc bench, Yale X sofa, Ombra clothes rack
20. Venti desk system, Siena chair, Tense Material Intarsia table, Flow Slim Color chair
Yale Bed, Venti desk system, Siena chair, and Ombre valet stand.
20. Vari desk system, Siena chair, Ombré valet stand
Yale X sofa and armchair, Ombra clothes rack
Super Position bookcase, Axy Comfort table, Sana chair
Super_Position bookcase, Axy Comfort table, Siena chair
Axy Comfort table, Siena chair
Axy Comfort table, Siena chair
Flow Slim Color chair

Flow Slim Color

design
Jean Marie Massaud
Siena chair, Aiku Soft chair
Siena chair, Aiku Soft chair
Rock Table, Achille Chair, Achille Armchair, Cosy sofa